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HOPE COLLEGE ANCHOR
HOPE COLLEGE VIENNA SUMMER SCHOOL:r

' •

E U R O P E A N EDITION

VIENNA, A U S T R I A , J U L Y , I960

Hope Opens Fifth Year of
Vienna Summer School
With Brief Introduction
To Contemporary Europe

rt

Fifty eight American students enrolled in the Hope
College Vienna Summer School program arrived in the
Austrian capital on Friday, July 8 for a six week's
stay. They are enrolled in nine different courses including Art, History, German, Literature and Music and
will be attending classes from one to five hours per
day. Five of the courses are given in English and require no knowledge of German, the other four are for
language students.

A Permanent Institution
T h e Hope College Vienna Summer School is: now in
its fifth year and has become something of a permanent institution in Austria. Many of the families where
Hope students are housed have been opening their
homes to participants in the Hope College program in
previous years and immediately make their visitors
feel at home by inquiring about their friends from
other years. Most of the European professors, too,
have worked with Hope in Vienna before. Hence many
students could register for courses recommended to
them by friends who had been in Vienna during the
past four years.
T h e seventeen days of travel through France, Luxembourg, East and West Germany and Austria, described in this issue of the Vienna Summer School
Anchor, have served as a general introduction to the
European scene, both past and present. This first phas' 1
of the Hope program in Europe included many of the
usual tourist activities like sightseeing, souvenir hunting, picture taking and shopping but it was not really
a European Tour in the usual sense of the word.

A Serious Purpose
T h e main purpose of this Study-Tour
however, has
been to give the student some understanding of the
political, social, economic and military problems of the
areas they visited through a series of interesting and
informative high level briefings specially arranged for
the group. At the same time, talking to European
students in Paris, Bonn, Berlin, Niirnberg, Munich and
other places has brought Hope students into a very
immediate contact with the European atmosphere and
the concerns of todays young Europeans.

Hope Visit to Berlin Dramatizes
East-West Conflict and Tension
While Khrushchev was in Vienna trying to make
Iriends and influence Austrians, the Hope College group
was in East Berlin comparing life and economic conditions behind the iron curtain with those of the free
world. This was undoubtedly one of the highlights of
the whole European tour and an experience that will
stand out in the memories of many students for years
to come.
T h e tour of East Berlin started in West Berlin, passed
before the impressive new Hilton Hotel, through the
Brandenburg Gate, and down through „Unter den
Linden", once the most beautiful avenue in Berlin but
now nothing but block after block of blackened shells
of palaces, churches, museums, churches and public
buildings. -

A Study In Contrasts

Hope students meet with G e r m a n students of the A m e r i k a
Institut

in Henry Ford

Library of Berlin's Free University.

With the arrival of the group in Vienna, the second
and m a j o r phase of the Hope College Vienna Summer
School program has begun. Now the students are no
longer tourists moving from city to city, but have
become residents of one of Europe's oldest capitals
who combine the objectives of international living and
cultural immersion with a broad and intensive academic
program designed to meet their specific needs as
American college students.
T h e second issue of the Anchor, scheduled to appear
in the middle o f - A u g u s t , will deal in detail with this
academic program and with the process by which
American students come to feel at home while studying
abroad.

A stop at Alexander Platz allowed the students to
leave the buses and visit a typical East Berlin department store. T h e contrast between this : and similar
stores in West Berlin is unbelievable. T h e shoddy,
cheap materials on sale, the dim lights, stone or rough
carpeted floors, the drab, brown dresses of the clerks,
the hopeless expressions on the faces of the few
shoppers rummaging through the counters gave one a
feeling of depression that was hard to overcome. None
of the students bought anything, simply because there
was nothing worth buying. Furthermore the effort and
red tape involved in converting a few West Berlin
marks Into East Berlin m a r k s would have taken most
of the day.
A ride up Stalin-Allee and another stop for a little
window shopping was another revelation. At first
glance, this show /place of the Soviet Union looked
like any other large, fashionable shopping center with
attractive store fronts, large windows and wide sidewalks. But picture Fifth Avenue, New York with every
third or fourth window filled with fish, cheese and
other-food products interspersed with - windows-full of
cheap looking dresses, suits and other wearing apparel.
Here and there a store displayed radios and television
sets, the cabinets covered with a rough varnish.

Prices seemed reasonable until you figured up the
days or weeks a person had to work in East Berlin tD
earn the price of a radio and you realized how few
people could afford them. Inside, the stores were a
little brighter than the department store but there was
not much the average East-Berliner could buy. T h e real
eye-opener came, however, when the buses drove
around in back of this facade of „opulence' < and
revealed the ruins of the devastating bombing Berlin
look during the war and how little progress has been
made in restoring any of the buildings since the war
ended.
By contrast West Berlin looked like a bright, new
world and everyone gave a sigh of relief as the buses
rolled out through the Brandenburg Gate into the free
world. Eighty-five per cent of all buildings in Berlin
were damaged or destroyed during the war and as one
travels the streets of the western part of the city,
scattered evidences of the terrific bombing can still be
seen, but for the most part, street after street has been
rebuilt with modern apartment houses, parks, and
shopping centers, where one can purchase just about
anything that can be bought in the United States.

/

New Congress Hall in West Berlin, designed by A m e r i c a n
Hugh

Stubbins, symbolizes amazing reconstruction

Sectors.

in West
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THE CHALLENGE BEFORE US.
As wc arrived in Vienna, Dr. Fried pickcd up the
microphone on the bus, and said, „You are now in
Vienna!" Immediately a cheer arose, welcoming our
new home for six weeks. We, the weary wanderers of
seventeen days, were finally going to have an opportunity to rest ourselves and re-arrange our belongings.
True, wc were again in a strange city, but here we
would have time to establish a foothold.
But what will such a foothold be? After traveling
through several European countries, we began to realize
how difficult it is to have one basic belief, or one
common ideal that all can work for.
We, in the United States, believe that we have such
an ideal in our belief in democracy; however, it
becomes evident while traveling in Europe that we are
more apathetic than we realize. Europe has suffered
through two world wars. During each of them the
social structure of every country was severely tested
and shaken. Thus, it was common, when talking with
foreign students, to find their belief quite different from
ours. Numerous times our American values of freedom
and religious ethics which are the basis of our democracy, were openly challenged. It is difficult to find a
real meaning of God in war-torn country.
Wc have been fortunate never to have had a world
war in the United States. However, as representatives
of democracy wc must look, at Berlin, a „lonely beacon
of democracy", as Mr. Birrenbach of the West German
Parliament called it.. But, there are more „beacons"
than just that of the modern, western-world-city that
is surrounded by Communism.
Ijn a way, the people of Europe arc „lonely beacons".
Their thoughts have been shaken and at times
distorted; however, by the very nature of their living
near the threatening power to a free world, they must
be more deeply consulted and understood. They live as
the saying goes, „on a pin cushion", asking the
question, „When will the Communist power be no
longer a tlhreat but a dictator?" It is at this point that
the United States must offer hope. Europe has to live
on the hope of our democracy and ethical standards.
This hope that Europe and other free world nations
look for today, centers on the United States because,
whether right or wrong, hope falls upon a leader.
Therefore, the United States must remain strong in
its leadership and, more basically, its ethical standards.
For it is only through this that the United States, „the
great beacon", can be the country „the world must
depend upon for the leadership" Mr. Birrenbach was
looking for. We can bring together the „lonely beacons" and make a unified stand against the threat with
which we are faced.
It is too bad that some Americans forget this. In
Niirnberg we hac! occasion to see a few bad examples
of American diplomacy. Notably: a group of American
soldiers completely divorcing themselves from the
values of their homeland. In Paris, also, some American
tourists seemed intent upon being „the Ugly American"
tourist and enjoying it. For some reason, a small
number of our country men have the feeling that they
can dictate to the Europeans as a result of our slightly
higher living standard. These people forget the ethical
principles and etiquette with which they were raised
and are quick to become Roman conquerors, slothfully
living off the fat of the land
It is hard to believe and understand •he mournful
blight and poverty of East Germany and East Berlin.
But, it is from this point of view that all Americans
can take warning. We have a personal concern in
Europe. Unless we remain true to what has made us
strong, notably our belief in God and in freedom, we
too can soon fall under the power of worldly sovereignty and suffer the torment of poverty and nothingness.
Thus, there is more than resting, studying, and enjoying ourselves in Vienna. We from Hope, in our small
way; have a mission to aid in the development of a
more common understanding between our own people
and the Europeans whom wc meet.
Howard

SSI

s
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Hope College Vienna Summer School
Bound For Europe Aboard The Ascania
FIRST ROW (Left to right-seated): Howard Plaggoemars, Hope College; Harriet Wissink, Hope College;
Dr. Paul Fried, Director of the Hope College Vienna
Summer School; Mrs. W. Curtis Snow, Supervisor of
German Program; Mrs. Tunis Baker, Counselor for
Hope College Vienna Summer School; Dr. Tunis Baker,
Director of Publicity for Hope College Vienna Summer
School; Mary Maxwell, University of Michigan; Sylvia
Fischer, Hope College.

SECOND ROW (Left to right-standing): Garry
Hesser, Phillips University; Willard Conner, Rice Institute; Edmund Gannon, Manhatten College; Helen
Hungerink, Hope College; Marilyn Kortenhoven, Hope
College; Sybil Brown, Hope College; Marilyn Newcomer, Augustana College; Mary De Witt, Hope
College; Thomas Boster, Ohio University.

L E F T STAIRWAY (bottom to top): T e r r y Schrani,
Calvin College; Garry Baas, Hope College; David Clark,
Hope College; Martha Diephuis, Hope College; Barbara Wengert, Mount St. Mary College; Elaine Whiteley, Gouchcr College; Gretta Bouman, Hope College;
Barbara Wild, Park College; Mary Sotting; Hope
College; Robert Klaasen, Hope College; Gail Bremer,
University of Delaware; Ann Jenkins, Western Reserve University; Richard
Wyma, University of
Michigan.

ACROSS T H E T O P (Left to Right): John Bryson,
Hope College; Donald Piersma, Hope College; Alan De
Braal, Hope College; T o m Bos, Hope College; Louanne
McDougal, University of Michigan; William Buice,
Washington & Lee University; Mary Van Dyk, Hope
College; Bessie Steele, University of Michigan; Paul
Armstrong, Hope College; T o m Klaasen, Hope College.

addresses Hope s t u d e n t s

P a r l i a m e n t on p r o b l e m s of re-unification.

T h e European edition of the Hope College
ANCHOR is written and published in Vienna,
Austria, by the students enrolled in the Hope
College Vienna Summer School and is the
summer edition of the ANCHOR, the student
campus paper published in Hope College,
Holland, Michigan, during the regular academic year.
T h e European edition of the ANCHOR is
intended to provide information on the activities, impressions, and reactions of the students
for parents, relatives and friends. At the same
time it is hoped that the paper will serve as
a valuable reminder of their European ex
perience for all who have participated in the
Hope College Vienna Summer School program.

EUROPEAN EDITION
ISSUE NUMBER ONE

in G e r m a n

.
.
*
Not . shown on picture: Beth Beyers, Mac Murray
College; Lanah McNamara, Ohio State University;
Charles and Ellice Wells, Michigan State University;
Phyllis Smith, Hope College; Sidney Tiesenga, University of Michigan.
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Hope College; Janet Riemersma, Hope College; Robert
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Hope College; Judith Sietsma, Hope College; Stanley
Bosker, Hope College; Alice Bridgman, Ohio Wesley an;
Robert Bronk, Hope College.

D r . Birrenbach ( C D U )
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to this issue:

Gary Baas, James Betke, Bonnie Beyers, Barbara Bloemers, Stanley Bosker, Sybil Brown,
David Clark, Alan De Braal, William De
Young, Robert Franken, Edmund Gannon,
Helen Hungerink, Ann Jenkins, Louanne
McDougal, Janice Miller, Donald Piersma,
Phyllis Smith, Bessie Steele, Mary Waller,
Barbara Wengert, Harriet Wissink, Richard
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Millions of Germans Flee From Communist Oppression
HopellStudents Welcomed
in Amerika Instihite of
Berlin Free University
Perhaps the most impressive symbol of man's faith
and belief in freedom is the Free University of Berlin.
Until 1948 Berlin had only one University, the Humboldt Universitat, founded in 1810, which is located in
the Soviet sector of the city. After 1945 the administration, lectures, and requirements of this old University
came under direct influence of the communists. Hence
non-communist students soon found the limitations to
their freedom of thought and expression intolerable.
Started in the winter of 1948 by a few students and
professors who fled to the West, the University first
occupied a small suburban villa in Dahlem. Today,
thanks to the generous aid of the Ford Foundation and
continued team-work between Germans and Americans,
the Free University has a beautiful campus, a student
body of over 12,000 and one of the largest university
libraries in Germany.

Z-

!

Young Germans study America

East Berlin streets are bleak and deserted.

Marienfeld Camp is
Refugees First Stop
On Road to Freedom
Since 1945, 13V2 million people have sought to escape
from Communist influence, a number larger than the
population of California, or of Norway and Sweden
combined. Of this staggering total, 3V2 million have
found refuge in the West German Republic, the vast
majority escaping through the free city of Berlin.
Those that do eventually come to Marienfeld, come to
the center at the rate of 430—450 a day. At the center,
they are screened by committees to determine whether
the defectors will be allowed to stay. T h i s is largely a
defensive measure, designed to eliminate all those
refugees who might be fleeing criminal prosecutions,
or who are anti-social and unable to adapt.
• One interesting factor concerning the admission of
refugees, is that the effect of Soviet pressures can be
measured by the number of any special interest group
that enters during a certain period.
For example, over half of the incoming crowd is
under 25 years of age, and are leaving to escape service
in the Soviet National Army. It is a requirement l o r
youth to enter the Army if he wishes to continue his
education. In the medical profession, over 2,000 have
defected, leaving a deficient ratio of 1400 people to a
doctor. Twenty thousand soldiers, equivalent to 10 regiments, have crossed the border. Soviet pressure on
the educational system has also caused many teachers
to desert their posts.
Due to this wholesale migration to the Allied sectDr,
the Soviet regime has experienced unfortunate lapses or
insufficiencies in tbe economic, or educational system.
T h u s, the government has made it harder for Berliners
to travel between zones. Personal passes to East Berlin
have been taken away, and guards inspect the personal
baggage of East Berliners who enter West Berlin.
Nevertheless, the stream of people coming into
Marienfeld has not diminished despite all these measures. In fact, each new increase in Soviet restriction
seems to bolster the number of freedom seekers. T h e
recent East German enforcement of collectivization
on farms has caused a large number of farmers to swell
the ranks of defectors.
T h e refugees are given physical exams, a room and
some pocket money to last them through the processing
period. They are given a polio check and told to write
an essay on their reasons for coming to the West.
Their cases are then reviewed by a committee, usually
composed of one-time refugees, who are in a better
position to judge the validity of the applicant's story.
In all, only 2 % are refused, and the remainder are
given placement professionally and geographically
according to their wishes and capabilities.

On the day of our visit to the Free University we
were greeted by Professor Nichols, the director of the
America Institut, and by Dr. Manfred Jonas from
Harvard University, who serves as visiting lecturer
in American history at the Free University. T h e
students of the Amerika Institut, who concentrate on
the study of American literature, history, politics, and
economics had arranged to take us in groups of five
or six on tour through the University. This enabled
Hope students to get a good deal of first hand information on differences between American and German
education and on student life .in Berlin from their
guides.
Of particular interest to us was that the student
body of the University is composed of young people
from all parts of Europe, and that a limited number
of residents of East Berlin are able to study there,
going back and forth between the free world and the
communist part of the city. For obvious reasons the
students of the Free University have an acute interest
in political questions and are aware of their responsible
position in the crucial battle of conflicting ideologies.

Communists try Propaganda
As we were walking through the campus we noticed
two or three rather large and not exactly peaceful
discussion groups on the walks between buildings. Our
hosts explained that the commotion was caused by
communist students from East Berlin, who periodically
show up at the Free University in order to hand out
propaganda literature and preach the Marxist gospel.
Though they arc- completely unsuccessful in their
efforts, they continue to come, probably because they
are required to do so by their Communist masters if
they want to retain their scholarships at the East German Humboldt University. Some of these missionary
expeditions, however, have been known to end with
the conversion of the preacher.
Our visit to the University ended with a coffee
(including very good pastry with Schlag) at the student
Mensa. However, many of the students of the Amerika
Institut offered to continue the conversation and to
serve as guides through other parts of Berlin for the
remainder of the afternoon and evening. T h u s many
of the Hope students were able to gain a deeper insight
into the life and thoughts of German students who
live in this island between East and West and, in some
cases, to establish real friendships in Berlin.

Student*

and Faculty
of the

Hope College
Vienna Summer
Extend

School

Greetings
to all

Alumni

and Friend*.

Ruins

of

Kaiser

Wilhelm

Church

serve

prosperous

West-

Berliners as constant r e m i n d e r of war.

All-German Ministry,
Mayor Brandt's Office
Provide Last Briefings
Our final day in Berlin proved to be an eventful
summary ol our brief encounter with world politics.
In the morning the Hope College group visited the
Ministry ol All-German Affairs and in the afternoon
the important city hall.
In order to develop a better understanding of the
changes that had taken place since the war, we were
shown a film entitled „Berlin, city of Freedom 44 at the
Ministry. Following the movie we were received in
the meeting room where Mr. H. Beitz spoke on the
Communist goals in education.
T h e Communists believe that to control youth is to
control the future. In keeping with this belief, youth
organizations play the biggest role in the Communist
education, and the home and church (which play a
predominant role in education in the free world) have
no significance at all.
T h e process of Communist education begins with the
child, between the ages of three and five, with a
general indoctrination to communal living. At this
time, the hate for democracy is already taught to the
child. Mr. Beitz read a few selections from a first and
second grade reading book, and the horrid examples
illustrated how the Communist child is given a distorted
view of life in America. T h e hatred acquired at this
age is further developed as the student advances, until
the Communist goals of implanting their doctrine is
reached.
At the final Berlin briefing session in the afternoon
at the city hall, we had the opportunity to ask any
remaining questions on Berlin politics. With a representative of Mayor Willy Brandt's staff we f u r t h e r
discussed East Berlin, threats of a new blockade, and
the Berlin economy, while enjoying pastries, coffee,
tea, cigars provided for us by the hospitable city
administration.
Leaving the city hall for a final tour through West
Berlin, we viewed the modern, western world city. Kurfiirstendamm, West Berlin's main street, appeared more
modern than 5th Avenue in New York City. T h e
Olympic Stadium, the Lake district, and the model
housing district (the International Platz) made us feel
as if we were in our home town.
As we approached the government district the
modern Congress Hall, ciesigned by an American,
appeared to be suspended in space. Located on the
edge of the free world, the German Parliament meets
in the building once a year to emphasize the free
Berlin. T h e modern building served as a reminder that
poverty and slavery are just a short distance away
across a barbed wire frontier.

0
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Vienna Summer School Study Tour Confronts Hope Students
itinerary

Dlew York — Vienna

(Friday) Students arrive in New York City,
gather at Hotel Beekmann Tower, take last
„Farewell Look at America 44 before departure for Europe.
June 11 (Saturday) T V Ascania chartered by the
Council on Student Travel sails at noon with
some twelve-hundred students aboard, T R I P
program during ten day crossing provides
recreation, information, and interesting discussions. German students have daily classes,
the whole Hope group meets daily for briefings and singing.
June 19 (Sunday)
Joint tea for students aboard the
Ascania who will spend the summer studying
in Vienna in programs sponsored by Hope
College, Oberlin College, and Classrooms
Abroad.

June 21

June 10

June 22

(Tuesday) Arrival in Le Havre, France.
Group is met by Mr. Koutny, director of the
Institute of European Studies in Vienna and
by Frau Dr. Benesch, Art instructor of the
Vienna Summer School program. T w o Mercedes busses, driven by Otto and Joe have
also come all the way from Vienna to pick
up the Hope group. Brief stop for cokes in
Yuetot provides first impressions of France
and chance to see it, school French can be
understood by natives. Arrival in Paris followed by lunch in the two hotels: Bellevue et
Chariot d'Or and Trianon Palace. Afternoon
and evening free.

June 24

(Friday) Bus excursion to Chartres, tour of
the Cathedral conducted by Dr. Benesch.
Lunch in Chartres, afternoon trip to Versailles and tour through palace and gardens.
Return to Paris for dinner, evening free.

June 25

(Saturday) Departure from Paris. Stop in
Reims for visit to the Cathedral and lunch.
Drive to Luxembourg with a short stop for
pastries and windowshopping in Luxembourg
City. Dinner at hotel Porta Nigra in Trier,
Germany, evening free.

(Wednesday)
Morning at N A T O headquarters with briefings by two members of the
N A T O secretariat, followed by lunch in the
staff dining room. Afternoon tours through
the Louvre with Dr. Benesch. Dinner at
hotels, evening free.

IMMORTAL RHEIMS CATHEDRAL

.. »

INSPIRES AMERICAN VISITORS
One of the Highlights of our stay in France was the
visit to Rheims and its magnificent cathedral, world
famous for its perfect proportions and its architectural
beauty. Within the walls of this outstanding example of
Gothic architecture, a vast panorama of historical
events has unfolded. In 496 Clovis made good his vow
to become a Christian, and was baptized there on
Christmas Day. Largely due to this significant event,
the church became the scene of nearly all coronations
of French Kings from Hugh Capet to Charles X. It
was here that Charles VII was proclaimed „ T r u e King
of France 44 due to the efforts of Joan of Arc.
A unique characteristic of the cathedral, first constructed in 401, is the substitution of rose (wheel)
windows for the usual solid tympanums. Its 266 foot
towers are octagonal in shape with open work-turrets
in each corner. T h e statuary of the portals is open and
free-standing with life-like characteristics. On the left
of the great portal stands the angel known to the
world as „Sourir de Rheims 44 , famous for her enigmatic
smile. Due to its many changes, one can easily follow
the progression of Gothic art by comparing the different
statues. Though the cathedral was rebuilt six times,
its appearance has remained essentially the same
since 1515.
As in the past 15 centuries the cathedral stands as
a monument to man's faith and is used for daily services. Even while we were admiring this magnificent
Gothic cathedral a fashionable wedding service was
solemnized there.

Schloss A r e n s b u r g , o n c e h o m e of G e r m a n p r i n c e s , now p r o vides e x c e l l e n t food f o r t r a v e l e r s .

Monsieur

Blucher, o u r

entertainingly

verbose guide t h r o u g h

Paris e x p o u n d s upon the beauty of the P a n t h e o n .

June 23

(Thursday) Morning city lour of Paris by
bus, with stops at Notre Dame, La Chappele,
the Pantheon, Eiffel T o w e r , Napoleon's T o m b ,
and other points of interest, ending with lunch
in Montmartre. Afternoon free for individual
museum visits or shopping, dinner at hotels,
evening free.

June 26

(Sunday) Brief visit to T r i e r Cathedral followed by drive through Hundsrueck mountains
to Bingen on the Rhine. Here the group
boarded the Rhine River steamer Vaterland
for trip down the Rhine past the Lorelei and
many picturesque castles. Lunch aboard the
ship. Dinner at hotel in Kocnigswinter and
Bad Godesberg, evening free.

June 27

(Monday) Morning free for shopping in
Bonn and Bad Godesberg. Lunch in hotels.
Afternoon briefing at the American Embassy
in Mehlen by Mr. Percifal. Drive through
the American housing project and community
at Plittersdorf, followed by brief tour of Bonn.
Late afternoon briefing in German Bundestag on German politics and international
affairs by Herr Birrenbach, leading member
of Adenauer's Christian Democratic Union in
the German parliament. Dinner at hotels,
evening free.

Romantic Rhine Legends and Castles Enchant Students
T h e words of the familiar German song, „Die Lorelei44; poetical description of Medieval Castles, and hillsides peppered with vineyards, grew into vivid pictures
for the Hope College Vienna students, as we enjoyed
our relaxing five hour ride down the Rhine on
June 26th. After riding through the countryside from
Trier, the oldest city in Germany, we left our buses
and boarded a sight seeing boat at Bingen. T h e dining
room was a welcome sight, and as we ate our lunch
we were accompanied by a moving panorama of wine
covered hillsides and typical villages displaying the
quaint architecture with which we were becoming so
familiar. At every village people waved and greeted us
with smiling faces.
I felt fortunate to sit on deck with Dr. Benesch, one
of our tour guides and art instructor in Vienna, who
gave me interesting information about various castles
we passed. T h e history behind the castles made them
most memorable and tended to make one's imagination
wander into the Middle Ages when the land was ruled
by Barons. T h e first tower we saw said to have been
the prison of the „Greedy" Bishop, put there by the
town's inhabitants, when they were not' given enough
to eat. T h e y left him in the tower to be eaten by mice.

the river's edge, but the reaction of the people on the
ship to it made the effect most dramatic. While passing
it we listened to the music of the Lorelei. Many of the
passengers were singing and gazing toward the peak as
though they were expecting to see a vision.
T h e Lorelei had been a point of great danger for the
early sailors on the Rhine because of the hidden
breakers that lurked in the water beneath this beautiful slope. T h e legend of the Lorelei tells of a sailor
who is shipwrecked because of the beautiful maiden
who sits on top of the hill, combing her long golden
hair and singing the call of the Lorelei.
Today the dangerous passage has been cleared with
dynamite, but the legend of the Lorelei lives on in the
hearts of the people.

At Burgkatz we saw the two castles on opposite
hilltops, named Cat and MOULC, because they were
inhabited by a „Robber" Baron and a Bishop who were
continually quarreling. T h e only island we passed also
also held a small castle. This one, too, had been the
residence of a „Robber 4 t Baron. He built it on the island
so that he could control passage on the Rhine by
preventing boats f r o m passing the chains he had strung
to either shore until they paid a fee.
R h e i m s C a t h e d r a l witnessed the c o r o n a t i o n of Tfwny F r e n c h
k i n g s t h r o u g h o u t its c o l o r f u l history.

Passing the Lorelei provided another memorable
moment. T h e Lorelei is simply a very steep hill along

S t o l t z e n f e l s C a s t l e built
K i n g W i l h e l m IV.
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With History, Beauty, and Political Problems Of Europe
dance at performance of Berlin international
Film Festival.
(Friday) Departure from Berlin and drive
through East Germany. Lunch at the Gewandhaus in Brauschweig. Dinner at hotels in
Fulda followed by a guided tour through
the Fulda Cathedral by Pralat Dr. Abel and
and a specially arranged organ recital by
Dommusikdirector Krieger.
(Saturday)
Visit to the Fulda Rubber Tir^
Factory with personal briefings by directors
Dr. Giese and Mr. Steffens on the German
economy, reconstruction, and recovery, followed by tours through the plant and
luncheon in the modern workers dining room
of the factory. Afternoon drive to Wuerzburg with stop at the Residenz, and from
there to Niirnberg. Dinner in hotel, evening
free.
(Sunday)
Church services at St. Lorenz
Lutheran church and at the American Army
chapel in Furth. Alumni dinner meeting with
a number of special guests. Afternoon tours
through the city with young German guides
or attendance at sports car races at Soldier's
Field. Dinner at hotel, evening concert by
Dutch Choir at St. Sebald's church or attendance of „Tales of H o f f m a n n " in the Niirnberg opera house.
(Monday) Drive to Munich along Autobahn.
Lunch at Peterhof restaurant, afternoon free
for shopping. Special July Fourth dinner at
Hotel Muenchner Hof. Evening free for visit
to Schwabing, meeting with students etc.

July 1

*
July 2

We relax and c h a t t c r while E u r o p e a n scenery passes.

June 28

June 29

> 1

June 30

(Tuesday)
Departure for Berlin. Drive
through industrial Ruhr along the Autobahn.
Lunch stop at the colorful Schloss Hotel
Arensburg, former castle of the Schaumburg
princes. Bordercrossing into Communist controlled East Germany at Helmstedt and drive
through East Germany along Autobahn corridor to Berlin. Evening arrival in West Berlin.
Dinner at the Pension.
(Wednesday)
Guided tour of East Berlin
with stops at Stalin Allee, visit to government
owned department store and Soviet war memorial. Drive past Hitler's former chancellery,
the burned out remains of the Reichstag and
many other reminders of the Second World
War. Afternoon visit to the refugee reception
center at Marienfelde with briefing on current
flow of refugees from Communist controlled
East Germany by Mr. Siegfried Ulrich. Reception at the Free University of Berlin in
the Amerika Institut arranged for the Hope
group by Professor Nichols, director of the
Institute, and Dr. Manfred Jonas. German
students conducted small groups through the
University and later met for coffee and pastry
in the student Mensa. Free evening, enabling
Hope students to continue spending time with
Berlin students.
(Thursday) Morning briefing on the position of Berlin and development of the city
since 1945 in the Ministry for All-German
Affairs, including film, coffee, and a question
period. Afternoon reception, again with coffee
and pastries, in the office of the mayor of
West Berlin in Schoenefelde, followed by a
tour of West Berlin, showing modern Hansa
Quarters and Kurfuerstendam. Evening atten-

July 3

Ju'y -4

On Sunday morning many of the students worshipped
in the beautiful St. Lorenz Kirche, a Gothic Cathedral
which was turned into a Lutheran church at the time of
the Reformation and still is used for Protestant services.
Even though not everyone understood all of the German
service, all who attended were impressed and inspired
both by the surroundings and by the superb singing of
the Windsbach Boy's Choir which was in Nurnberg to
participate in the International Organ Week.
At the same time other students attended a service
in English at the American Chapel on the U. S. Army
base in nearby Furth.
During the Alumni dinner Sunday noon our different
guests were introduced to the whole group. Among
them were: Dr. William Schrier, Head of the Speech
Department at Hope College and Mrs. Schrier; Rev.
Paul G. Diez, 1954 graduate of Western Theological
Seminary in Holland, who is now pastor of a large
Lutheran congregation in Nurnberg, and his wife; and
Bob Franken's brother David, who was at Hope College
before him and is now serving with the US Army in
Mannheim, Germany. David traveled with us for a
couple of days, thus giving his brother the benefit of
riding in his new Austin Healy convertible as far as
Munich.

(Tuesday) Drive to Oberammergau, lunch
there, with opportunity to see Festival participants, take pictures, or buy wood carvings.
Continue to Innsbruck, with stops at Mittenwald and other points of interest. Dinner at
hotel in Innsbruck, evening free.

July 6

(Wednesday) Morning trip by cable car
Hafelekar overlooking Innsbruck, lunch
hotel. Afternoon drive through Kitzbuehl
Zell am See. Opportunity to swim in
Zeller See. Dinner at hotel, evening free.

July 7

(Thursday) T r i p to Grossglockner, Austria's
highest mountain. Lunch at the Franz Joseph
Haus, at foot of glacier. Return to Zell am
See for farewell dinner for drivers and guides.
Evening free.

July 8

(Friday) Departure from Zell am See for
last part of journey to Vienna. T r i p through
Reichenhall, Mondsee, St. Gilgen, and Ischl
to Gmunden on the Traunsee for lunch stop.
Afternoon drive through lake country to
Melk, and then to Vienna. Dinner at new
IES dining room followed by assigment to
individual homes and meeting with families.

July 9

(Saturday)
Lunch at dining hall on Krugerstrasse, afternoon tour of Vienna with
Dr. Fassbinder and Mr. Grande as guides.
Coffee and Sachertorte mit Schlag at Cobenzl
restaurant overlooking Vienna. Evening party
for Hope group at the [nternational Student
Club.
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h a u s to join Bavarians in their f a v o r i t e pastime.

Old and New Friends of Hope College Gather in Nurnberg
T h e weekend in Niirnberg was set aside for rest and
a meeting with friends and relatives of students as well
as Hope Alumni. T h u s we had the pleasant experience
of being greeted by a number of old friends when we
arrived at the Hotel Continental late Saturday afternoon.

July 5

Other guests included Mr. and Mrs. Frohlich from
Stuttgart with their daughter, who had been an exchange student in Grand Rapids and Jo Ann Welch
and her dentist husband now stationed in Germany
with the US Army. In addition there were five young
men from pastor Diez's church who had volunteered
to serve as our guides through the ancient Imperial
city during the afternoon.
^ ••

Many students took advantage of this personalized
„Guide Service" offered by Dieter Haas, Hans Brettreich, Peter Poehlmann, Klaus Koeck, and Ecklund
Triedinger enjoying, at the same time, the opportunity
to become better acquainted with young Germans.
Others were attracted • by the sports car races, held
that same afternoon at „Soldier's Field" where Hitler
once addressed his frenzied followers during the annual
Nazi Party Rallies.

Those who enjoy good music ended the day by attending either a concert by the Dutch Chamber Choir in
the St. Sebald Church, or a performance of Offenbach's
„Tales of H o f f m a n n " in the Niirnberg Opera Hause.
T h e latter event proved most exiting. Superb voices,
together with the brilliant and imaginative staging and
scenery made this performance a memorable experience
for those who saw their first opera here, as well as
for the experienced opera goers. For Dr. and Mrs.
Baker there was the added thrill of occupying seats in
the center box, formerly known as „Die Fuhrer-Loge",
once reserved only for Hitler and his guests.

On the last night of our eighteen day study tour, WJ
paused for a few moments after dinner in Zell am See
to show our deep appreciation for the time and
assistance given us by our Austrian guides Dr. Benesch
and Konrad Frey, and our two able bus drivers Joe
and Otto.
After a word of thanks in German, Terry Schram
presented leather wallets to Joe and Otto, each of
which contained 1000 Schillings. We fully realized the
long hours of arduous driving they put in as wc
traveled through France, Germany, and then into
Austria. Also, we appreciated and will long remember
their tireless efforts, cheerfulness and patience.
T h e next gift was a leather brief case presented to
Konrad by Sibyl Brown. As the student guide on bus B,
Konrad was most energetic and willing to help at all
times. He was especially helpful as an interpreter and
group leader.
As spokesman for bus A, Howard Plaggemars presented Dr. Benesch with a beautiful leather pocketbook.
As art instructor. Dr. Benesch, who is on the faculty
of t h e - H o p e College Summer School in Vienna, was
able to add much to our appreciation of the museums
and cathedrals we visited.
All of us who participated in the extended study tour
from Le Havre to Vienna were eager to express
appreciation and thanks to the four Austrians who had
given much of their time and energy to make our first
weeks in Europe pleasant, comfortable, and memorable
indeed.

T i m e out for pictures of bus, fellow s t u d e n t s and Alps.
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GERMAN-AMERICAN RELATIONS
S U B J E C T OF E M B A S S Y B R I E F I N G
IN NEW WEST G E R M A N CAPITAL
At the American Embassy to West Germany the
Hope College group had an opportunity to view our
government at work in a foreign country. T h e embassy
at Bonn is one of the largest and most important delegations our country has. At the Embassy, a large modern
complex building, we were ushered in to a conference
room where we were briefed by Mr. Leroy Perceval.
He commented briefly on the radical change in Germany between 1945 and i960, and discussed some of
the problems involved in the reunification of Germany.
Mr. Perceval then opened a question-answer period,
for which we were waiting. Most of the questions
concerned Berlin and the possible treaties. Mr. Perceval
told the group that a separate peace treaty with East
Germany would bring certain advantages for Russia,
but that her biggest advantage is the threat of this
separate peace treaty. Russia has no intent of giving
up Eastern Germany for Germany is regarded as a
stepping stone to the West.

A Russian Threat
if a separate peace treaty were to be signed it would
affect Allied passage into Berlin, as the famous Berlin
Blockade did in 1949. T h u s the threat of a separate
treaty with the East German Government continues to
be a m a j o r weapon in Soviet diplomacy.
Since the briefing had provided little new information
on anything, some members of our group felt that
perhaps the most interesting aspects of the afternoon
were to found in what was not said and in the attitude
of the embassy personnel, rather than in the discussions
of the specific policies in Germany. For instance, when
the question arose concerning the relations between
American personnel and the German people, the speaker
explained that the situation in Bonn was unusual.
Because of the small size of pre-war Bonn, a housing
area with its own shopping center was built for Americans and their employees. These housing facilities
lend to separate the Americans from the German
people.

A Golden Cage
Later we drove around the Plittersdorf Area and it
was obvious why our question had been evaded earlier.
Dr. Fried described this „Golden Cage" as a sore point
in German-American relations. In the early years of
the occupation the high salaries based on US standards,
low rents, use of servants, discount prices in the PX,
and gas selling at 15 cents per gallon all helped to
give minor American employees luxuries not available
to any one in Germany and created a great deal of
ill will.
Today the Germans find the presence of American
troops profitable. Housing areas are built by German
contractors, the German people do not have to provide
their own troops and need to spend only about 2 0 %
their national budget on defense, and the half million
US soldiers and their dependents spend most of their
dollar income in Germany.
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The Alpine Adventures of our two Austrian Drivers
Or; Never a Dull Moment When Riding With Otto or Joe
Touring Europe is not all a matter of visiting
museums, cathedrals and palaces. T h e r e are also traffic
hazards which can add excitement to the trip. On the
way from peaceful little Oberammergau to Innsbruck
the driver of a small sports car tried to pass one of
our busses just as the bus pulled over to pass another
car. T h e sports car skidded to a stop, but not before
it crashed into a concrete road m a r k e r .
Fortunately no one was hurt and the sports car was
only slightly damaged. However, by the time Otto, our
bus driver, the driver of the small car, the native
villagers (men, women and children), the „Polizei44
and the students all got into the act with much shouting, waving of arms and general excitement, over two
hours had gone by.
Meanwhile cameras clicked and the shutterbugs had
a field day taking pictures of the bus, the sports car,
the skid tracks, the villagers, the childen, the local
scenery and everything else that came within range of
a camera lens. Finally calm was restored and the police
took over.
T h e owner of the car would admit no guilt and
Otto's smiling face exuded confidence and innocence
of the whole matter. But, in the end, Otto and the
other driver were bundled into the police car and
carted off to the local hoose-gow. We bid them all a
sad farewell and pleaded with Otto to try and send us
messages from Siberia if he could.
With no one to drive the bus there was nothing (o
do but make the most of a bad situation. Some students
and faculty wandered off down the road into the nearby
village of Krun where they sampled delicious pastry,
coffee, Coca-Cola, chocolate and fruit in a little outdoor
garden cafe. Others explored the country side in the
foothills of the Alps, or talked to the villagers one of
whom, a very elderly woman, said she saw the whole
accident and swore that Otto was innocent and she
would go to jail if necessary to prove it. (Otto always
made a hit with the ladies.) Someone dug up a „frisbee"
out of his suitcase and in a nearby field introduced the
village children to the new American fad of tossing a
plastic platter.
All this time traffic backed up into a hopeless snarl
in both directions for miles because Otto would not
move the bus and the sports car driver would not lift
his car out of the middle road until all facts had been
established by the police. Several American army jeeps
came along but they just ambled off the road through
the fields around the whole mess without stopping. Bui
when several students took over the duties of traffit
cops order was restored again much to the relief of
many irate drivers.
Finally around a bend in the road came the police
car with Otto and the other driver still under guard.
Apparently the local judge was out fishing or having
his siesta, so nothing could be settled in court. Consequently, many forms had to be filled out on the
spot and in the end each driver had to pay the
„Polizei" two marks for their labor. Poor Otto as well
as the other driver had to sign a statement (under
protest) that he was guilty; otherwise we would have
had to wait until the judge showed up, which might
have been hours or even days later. This was the only
lime during the 17 day tour that we saw Otto without
a smile on his face. But within a mile or two he saw
two pretty peasant girls by the side of the road, gave

a blast on his horn just as he passed them scaring
the daylights out of them — now he was his old smiling
sdf again.
Nor was this the end of Otto's troubles that day.
After crossing the border into Austria, we started up
a steep mountain road. Unfortunately Otto had not
allowed for enough gas to reach the first Austrian
gas station so after a few sputters and a gasp the
bus stopped dead in the middle of the road^ So while
cameras clicked again Otto used language that only
German students could understand. Then he hitchhiked up the road to the nearest gas station. Thirty
minutes later he appeared around the bend in the road
o n a bicycle with a can of good old Esso gas. In due
time, while a student rode the bicycle back to the gas
station, we were on our way again and eventually
reached Innsbruck without further incidents.
Meanwhile back at the ranch, or rather, back in the
other bus along the same road other things "were
happening to Joe and his bus load of students.
Driving a big bus along narrow country roads in the
Alps takes skill, patience and perseverance and is
trying under ordinary circumstances, but when a horn
honker gets behind you and tries to pass whether there
is room enough or not it becomes downright exasperating. Well, this is what happened to Joe and although
he had a heart of gold and nerves of steel he was not
too long on patience. After several attempts to move
over as far as possible and give the honker a chance
to pass we finally came to an open stretch where
there was ample room. But here is where the fun
began.
Once the honker passed the bus, he cut in sharply
and stopped, forcing Joe to jam on his brakes. Honker
got out of his car and approached the bus, obviously
intending to give Joe a lecture on road courtesy. T h i s
was all that Joe needed. In his haste to get from
behind the wheel he even ripped his sandal strap! But
in a flash he was out of the bus and talking fast. We
couldn't understand what he was saying but his gestures
spoke volumes. Joe is big, brawny, boisterous and
belligerent. T h e other driver was fat, forty and fearless until Joe began wedging him back against his car
by the sheer weight of his voice and arguments. T h e n
he became meek, mild and mellow.
When Joe finally said all he had to say as coherently as possible he scooted back into the bus and before
the other driver knew what had happened Joe whizzed
around in front of him and Mr. Honker was again in
back of the bus as before.
T h e r e followed several miles of country road, with
not a chance to pass, and not a honk out of o u r
f o l l o w e r " And then we came to a low Railroad underpass and our bus nearly got stuck. Joe had to back
up and all the luggage had to be unloaded from the
top of the bus, before we could clear the bridge. At
this point the meek honker finally saw his chance,
and casting angry looks at Joe and our bus, he started
past us while some of the students added insult to
injury by waving at him and shouting „Auf Wiedersehen!"
Sure enough,, a few miles f u r t h e r down the road we
saw his car parked in front of a beer garden where he
was probably trying to regain his composure after the
encounter with Joe. This must have taken him quite
a while, for this was the last we saw of him.
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NATO Alliance
Assures Freedom
T h e lirsl European brieling ol the Hope College
Summer School look place on June 22, one day after
arrival in Hrance, at the recently completed headquarters ol the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NA TO) in Paris.
In the opening lecture, Mr. Jose de T'aria, a member
ol Ihe NA TO stall Irom Portugal, stressed that organization* is a problem lor NA TO. it must be remembered,
he staled, that NA TO as an organization, is more than
a conlerence, lor there is a common permanent purpose
in all ol the NA TO countries. That aim being in the
containment ol the Soviet Union.

Military Committee being subordinate to the Supreme
Council. It has an executive body, of Great Britain,
Trance, and the U. S. Under it are lour commands:
the European Command (SHAPE), the Channel command, ihe North American or Canadian Command, and
the Atlantic Command, Since 1951 there has been an
integrated command which was set up by General
Eisenhower. This was the first dream of NA TO, and
because of its achievement, no land has been lost in
Europe or North America to the Soviet Union.
The treaty stated that a North Atlantic Council was
to be created. T h i s was the Supreme Council, made up
of the foreign ministers from all the member nations,
who meet 2 or 3 timlcs a year. It was here the N A T O
nations saw a flaw in the treaty. T o be a working
organization, it must have a more permanent character.
In 1952 every country began sending a permanent
member to Paris as an ambassador to N A T O . These
men speak with the direct voice of their represented
countries and are aided in their work by International
Secretarial. By meeting together each week, by holding
private meetings, and by living in the same area, NA TO
has become a more permanent and a more cohesive
force.

Lecture by Son of Canadian PM
Tollowing a brief intermission, Mr. Geoffrey Pearson,
of the Canadian mission introduced a second aspect
of N A T O ; non military affairs, which involves ihe
political side of N A T O . A defensive alliance is not
enough, for the treaty signed in 1949 was signed for a
period of twenty years. T h e question now, and i h j
dominant question for the next nine years will be, what

( •
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then? Here the political side of NA TO becomes important. Its objective is to build an Atlantic community
into more than a defensive block, which will remain
and keep N A T O definite. 'The hope of the Secretariat
is that the nations will come closer in all fields.
Without political consultation and close political ties,
N A T O would collapse. T o integrate the military affairs,
it is requisite that the thirteen nations have common
political principles. This is what the N A T O Council
tries to accomplish. Each year, at an annual meeting,
and during the year at weekly discussions, the policies
of each nation are discussed candidly before the body
of N A T O . As this is a continuous policy, NA TO has
accomplished a closeness and esprit de corp which has
been lacking in all other organizations. T h e objective
is to agree on a common policy, not a foreign policy,
but a policy on certain subjects, such as: disarmament,
Berlin, and the future of Germany. It is obvious that
some countries come to the meeting with definite
policies, from which they will not bend. In such cases,
as America's attitude toward the recognition of Red
China and France's reaction to the Algerian problem,
N A T O cannot take an active part. But it is a healthy
symbol of political contiguity to see that such nations
are willing to state their objectives and listen to foreign
reaction through the N A T O representatives.
Since 1949 communism has not extended its boundaries westward. N A T O must be given credit for this.
But credit must be extended not only to NA TO as a
whole, but to the individual governments who are
willing to pool their military recourses and political
aims for a common block against communist aggression.

Students Enjoy Red Carpet Reception in Fulda
Much has been written in recent years about the
German economic miracle (Das Wirtschaftswunder)
and everywhere in West Germany we saw ample
evidence of German wealth and prosperity. The number
of new cars in Bonn, the constant stream of trucks in
the Ruhr, the flow of traffic on the Rhine, and the
colorful display of consumer goods in all the shop
windows all speak ol the successlul recovery which
Germanv has made in the filteen years since the end
of the Second World War.
Our visit to the Tulda Rubber Tire Factory on July
third brought us into direct contact with an outstanding
example of German industrial recovery. We were
warmly greeted by the two directors ol the Corporation, Dr. Otto Giese, the technical director of the
plant, and Mr. Otto-Zeno Steffens, an old friend of the
Hope program in Europe, the commercial director ol
the organization.

The Marshall Plan Helped Here

N A T O h e a d q u a r t e r s in P a r i s with Arch of T r i u m p h .

NA TO grew out of the Brussels treaty of 1948,
in fact plans for N A T O began as early as 1945. It was
hoped in the months following World War II, thai the
United Nations would solve the problems of woHd
peace. But this w a s . n o t to- be the case, for the West
was now faced by the policy of expansions of the Soviet
Union, which the U.N. could not stop. Between 1945
and 1948 the presence of the Red armies in many
nations allowed small minorities to take power. After
the Communist coup d'etat in Prague in 1948, Great
Britain, France, and the Benelux nations (Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Luxembourg joined to sign the
Brussels T r e a t y which became the foundation for the
plan to stop Russia through NA TO. In 1949 twelve
countries joined, in 1950 Greece and Turkey became
partners, and in 1952 West Germany became a full
member. T h e treaty, signed by these nations, was a
defensive treaty, which stated lucidly that an attack
against one nation would be considered an attack
against all of the member countries. T h e r e has been
no attempt to make this treaty universal, vet it is a
regional treaty in which geography alone is not enough
to hold the members together. It is the common end
and not the geographic boundaries which makes N A T O
a unified whole.
This organization is made up of 700 members from
the N A T O nations, and are responsible not to their
own countries, but to NA TO. They are employed by
N A T O and are therefore an international organization
working as one power.
T w o of the most frequent questions asked about
N A T O are: has N A T O done anything, and what is its
main objective? Its main objective is military cooperation. In 1949 the Russian threat was a military threat
and in Europe for the first six or seven years, military
cooperation was the most important objective. Today
there are four military commands centralized in the

In 1945, when the war ended, Germany, and the
Fulda plant as well, were a field ol rubble. Ninety per
cent of the plant buildings in Fulda were destroyed.
But with typical German diligence reconstruction was
begun and, with the aid of the Marshall Plan, production continued to grow. Today the plant again employs
some 1800 workers and has branch offices in most
major cities of Germany. Fulda tires even lind their
way to the United States.
For some of the students the walk through the plant
and the explanation of the specific processes by which
the raw rubber imported from India or Malaya . is

turned into the finished product on our cars was perhaps even more interesting than the discussion ol wages
and hours in a German plant. But all were most
pleased to see the pleasant modern workers' dining
hall where the tour ended with a delicious lunch.
During lunch all students received a small gilt
package containing a map of Germany, enclosed in a
Fulda made case, as well as a pencil. The souvenir
wc appreciated most was a picture of our group, taken
a couple of hours earlier as we arrived at the plant,
presented to each member of the group.

Cathedral Tour and Organ Recital
On Friday evening, July 1, Hope College students
were treated to a tour of the Cathedral in Fulda, Germany, and an organ recital presented especially for
our group.
Dean Dr. Abel, who has served as dean ol the
Cathedral since 1937, welcomed us to Fulda and conducted us on a tour of the cathedral. He . had only
recently returned from the United States.
'The organ concert was played by the director ol
music of the Cathedral, Dr. Krieger. After ten days of
being on the move, it wa"s a real treat to be able to
relax in an atmosphere of good organ music. A leeling
of true inspiration spread through out the group as a
result of a beautiful setting in the old cathedral. We
left there at the close of the concert, not only grateful
for the special effort made in our behalf, but with a
feeling of humility in the grandeur of the house of
God.

Both ol the p l a n t ' s d i r e c t o r s and an A m e r i c a n flag g r e e t e d the Hope g r o u p on arrival

at the Fulda R u b b e r T i r e

Factory.
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Versailles Palace Recalls Past Glory Of France
T h e striking beauty of the Versailles Palace of
Louis XIV came into view of the Hope College group
on the afternoon of June 24, i960 after driving through
the picturesque French countryside.
T h e Palace of Versailles is renowned the world
over, for it seems to sum up the best artists of the
time, giving the world the French Classical Style. T h e
beauty and size, over 300 acres, is overwhelming. T h e
construction from 1670—1724 caused Louis XIV 10
place a heavy tax on the citizens to pay the unbelievable number of 55,000 artists and workers.
It is no wonder that for several centuries the French
kings made this elegant palace their headquarters. This
royal residence is still constitutionally important, for
within its splendor it is the seat of the National
Assembly and the place where important changes in
the Constitution are formulated. Presidential elections
of the Republic and other great events of political
importance also take place in this regal setting.

in • gjin i U Q a l l l i i i i i

I h e P a l a c e of Versailles seen f r o m the a b e a u t i f u l g a r d e n s .

I h e immensity ol the palace is difficult to imagine.
T h e several stables were built in front of the palace
and berthed more than 2,000 horses. T h e kitchens
employed 226 chefs and 2,000 waiters. T h u s , one can
realize why the value of the palace was placed at
45 million gold francs in 1900.
A leeling of majesty envelops one as he walks into
various sections ol the palace. An opera house, the
Hall of Mirrors, the apartment of Marie Antoinette,
and other rooms, still contain the priceless furniture
and art objects of the past. T h e delightful 18th century gardens of the palace recall the pomp and splendor
of the past. Walking along the many canals it was
easy to picture the floating Italian gondolas that once
were there.
This amazing palace could not leave anyone - untouched for its beauty and size. One could easily place
himself into history by taking a tour through the
Palace of Versailles.
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While in Paris, the Hope College students staying at
the Trianon Palace met three French students who
were studying English at the Sorbonne. T h e boys, Yves
(Eve), Phillip, and Gerard were introduced to the group
at dinner, and later they showed several of the Hope
girls the Latin Quarter of Paris. T h e girls were impressed with the knowledge of the English language
and with the humor the boys displayed. Dating customs
and manners were discussed and it became evident
that the preconceived impression of the debonair
Frenchman is not altogether true.

Second

Luncheon on shipboard, while sailing oul of the New
York Harbor, introduced the Hope group to life on the
Ascania. Dark-haired Italian waiters in several dining
rooms, greeted their tables of sixteen hungry guests
with trays of food and smiling faces.
Later, with individual table assignments made, the
waiters and their charges became acquainted despite
the language barrier. Spanish students assisted by recalling helpful phrases. With the exception of a few
amusing misunderstandings, like receiving prunes when
requesting plums, the waiters and students understood
each other.
T h e only English speaking waiter, personable Guarneria Camillo, talked about his. life as a waiter to a
group of interested Hopeites.
Camillo, twenty-eight, left a wife and six year old
son, whom he has not seen for almost a year, in Palermo, Sicily. Previously he worked as a mechanic, but
enticed by better wages, chose the life of a shipboard
waiter despite inconveniences. His duties included
serving two meals a day plus tea and cleaning cabins.
Of all the ports Camillo has visited, he likes New
York best. When asked whom he preferred to serve,
the young waiter replied, „Americans, because they
are educated and polite. They say please and thank
you for services and do not demand too much.
While the waiters became the friends of those who
were well, the stewards befriended the ill. T h e duties
of a steward were providing for the general well-being
of passengers. They delivered meals to the cabins of
those confined to bed and oversaw the cleaning of
rooms.
T h e fatherly steward of „B<4 deck, Marici Giovanni,
laughed when questioned by means of gestures if he
was seasick at times, and said, „Me no seek*4.
Giovanni's home is in Naples, Italy, where his wife
and four children are living. He has been away for
twentynine months and will return home, as will Camillo, in January. His eight years of working for the
Italian Lines has been very satisfactory to him.
T h e steward heartily agreed that he liked working
on the student ships then he eyed us teasingly, nodded
his head, and said, „Noisy <t , which we could not deny.

French Students Provide Valuable

Customs And Politics Of Country
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An interesting sidelight on the Hall of Mirrors is that
it was chosen by the Germans for the proclamation of
their Empire in 1871, and as an act of revenge, the
French chose to mark the end ol that Empire by giving
Versailles over to the Allies for the signing of the
famous (or infamous) Peace Treaty in 1919.

S t u d e n t s a d m i r i n g the Hall of M i r r o r s at Versailles.
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At the Sorbonne the boys were members of the
student union of the department of Modern Languages.
This organization attempts, in a method similar to that
of our labor unions, to better the conditions of the
student in Paris. They seemed very seriously concerned
with the project, which the American students thought
quite unique' in comparison to the interest in student
government in American schools.
In the French university, the student does not pay
college tuition, but must provide his room and board
which usually means living within 200 New Francs
($40 U.S. currency) a month. All three of the boys
were at the top of their respective classes; two had
graduated but Phillip, whom they called their brainchild of nineteen years, had yet another year to study.
After walking through the rain to the Rue de St. Germains, the group settled in the Bonaparte Cafe, and
found themselves faced with a rather heated political
discussion where they stated views openly. T h e Americans were very much surprised with the realistic
attitude the French boys felt toward Communism. T h e y
stated, „if the majority in France wanted it, that is the
way it should be4<. They were not at all happy with
present regime under De Gaulle, and they felt that
although a Socialistic state would be better for France,
Communism would be better than De Gaulle. T h e boys
then stated that they were not the representative
students, and that their view was only one of many in
the minds of the French students.
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